
 

 

 
Clinical rotation in 3rd year of master  

in an extern faculty/school 

 
During the last year of master at the faculty of veterinary medicine of Liège, the student 
must realize a clinical rotation choosing a kind at the first or second semester of the 
academic year. This teaching unit, called clinical rotation, contents 13 weeks and 22 credits 
of formation. 
The goal is to strengthen the clinical formation of the student to a general level in several 

disciplines from the individual medicine and from the herd’s medicine in one of the 3 

following options: pets and new pets, production animals or equids.  

 

For information, options include the following clinical rotation*1: 

 

Pets’ option 

- Internal medicine 

- Anaesthesiology 

- Surgery, ophthalmology 

- Medical & surgical oncology  

- Obstetrical and reproductive disorders 

- Hospitalisations, intensive day care and guards 

- Ambulatory clinic of pets:  animals protection societies and refuges 

- Birds medicine, lagomorphs and rodents 

 

Equid option 

- Surgery, orthopaedic et anaesthesiology  

- Interne medicine 

- Reproduction, ophthalmology and sportive medicine 

- Guards 

 

Production animal’s medicine 

- Clinic of individual cases of ruminants and swine and guards 

- Medicine of herds of ruminants and swine and ambulatory clinic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 The details concerning the content of this teaching unit are available at this address: 

https://www.programmes.uliege.be/cocoon/20222023/programmes/V2UVET01_C.html   

clinical module for pets, production animals or equids 

https://www.programmes.uliege.be/cocoon/20222023/programmes/V2UVET01_C.html


 

 

 

 

To be accepted, the file must meet the following criteria: 
 

▪ The proposed program must be realized in a veterinary faculty or school which agreed 

and gave a short description of the clinical rotation they propose. 

▪ The program must include at least 13 weeks of keep going on clinical rotations in 

several medical disciplines within individual medicine and herd’s medicine in one or 

some of the 3 following options: pets and new pets, production animals or equids. 

This program will be analysed by the International mobility commission of the faculty 

of Liège to check if the content is multidisciplinary enough and has a generalist level. 

▪ The host institution must commit to provide by the end of the traineeship an 

evaluation based on the knowledges of the student, on his clinical reasoning capacities 

and on his learn to be and learn to do during the clinical rotations.  If the student’s 

evaluation has been performed according to several tests (left to the discretion of the 

host institution), a one global score is asked to represent the several evaluations. 

 

If the student’s application file is accepted by the International mobility commission of the 

faculty of Liège, the student will be given a covenant to deliver to the host institution for 

signature.  

 

 

 


